
Guilty Dragon: The Sin Dragon and the Eight Phases
Main Story

Characters

 

NAVICO

“Let's work hard together for a long time to come.”

Attribute: System Character

A system navigation character in the player's game.

She supports the human player as it is the role of a navi-character to interact with system's surface 

level.

She is a surprisingly powerful A.I.

She can lighten the mood by performing comedic dialog with Cocole.

She seems to be proud of being system-navigation, leaks spoilers from other players, can act as though 

annoyed, and can feel sad.

*Official Name: “NAVICO” stands for NAVIgation Communicator.



 

Cocole

“You're pretty dumb, aren't you?”

“You're my partner! Nice to meet you!”

Attribute: Magic Gear

An inspiring person who stuck around to be your partner before you knew it.

She says a lot of things that make her sound like an old lady and always talks with a lot of enthusiasm.

She is strong-willed and sometimes gets in trouble for being pushy and inpatient.

She is unlucky, oftentimes because she doesn't properly listen to people.

She's happy when times are good, but screams inside when times are bad.

She spews her discontent a lot.

But she never gets discouraged and never gives up.

Her positive outlook is her biggest virtue.



 

Elemia

“You're pretty dumb, aren't you?”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

Her calm and composed manner of speaking makes her feel mature.

However, this does not mean she is a common adult. She controls this with her childishness while 

enjoying the game.

She is not very conscious of a feminine tone.

The game is of a type that she gets really involved and there are many rare items and events to 

investigate.

Being a long-time player, little scraps of The World's previous story come to the surface inadvertantly.



 

Wolf of the Wilderness

“If you want to pass through here, you're going to have to duel with me!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Twin Blades)

She is very proud of her 3000 wins in one-on-one duels.

However, she can't bring herself to mention the fact that she has 8000 losses.

The Wolf of the Wilderness, formerly known as Falderia Nilfas Faldrik, received inspiration for the 

name  while challenging anyone she crossed to duels, no matter who they were.

Then, she cast away the old name in favor of the new one after going through a long name-change 

event.

As her results show, she is quick-tempered and blood-thirsty.

She despises weakness, admires strength and trains enthusiastically.



 

Kouichi

“Praise my beauty more, all of you!”

Attribute: Magic Gear

A narcissist, he finds joy in being praised by others for his beauty.

He is often ignored because of how annoying he is.



 

Lilika

“You also came to take the Magic Stone?!”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

A self-proclaimed “Multi-Hunter” who dives into various caves and searches for items.

However, whether she's looking for items or whether she just likes going into caves is unclear.

Apparently she's trying to find a place called “The Island in the Sky.”



 

Urayama Shingo★

“Hey! Young lady, I've come to avenge you!”

Attribute: Magic Gear

A charismatic young man who loves duels.

There is no malice in him, he simply enjoys the fight.



 

Balzac

“Yes, sir, with pleasure!”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

His body is gargantuan, yet he is oddly eloquent and polite, and he is exceedingly pleasant.

He is very knowledgeable about quests.



 

Flatley

“Hey, this time we’ll do a survey of a sandy beach.”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

A very polite person.

She is constantly investigating things, and she doesn’t try to hide this fact, rather she talks about it 

openly.



 

Vanilla

“Eeeee, thank you!”

Attribute: Magic Gear

A rabbit-type Beast. A bright, bubbly, spontaneous wizard character.

She uses a baton that has a carrot attached at the top.

She is an important character who appeared as the main heroine in Chapter 2, and a character that was 

remade after Cocole was deleted.

Although she tries to roleplay characters that she considers cute, there are many times when her 

mercenary personality comes out.



 

Bill

“Bell, don’t tell me to be violent.”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

Affiliation: Caterpillars

Bill is silent, but not gloomy. She shouts intensely during battle.

Bill is like a mother to Bell and Bint.



 

Bell

“Hehehehe. I promised, didn’t I?”

Attribute: Light Gear (Twin Blades)

Affiliation: Caterpillars

Bell thinks a lot and likes to be a little mean-spirited.

Bell likes to tease and pester Bint.



 

Bint

“Heee! Bell got ripped off! Bill!”

Attribute: Magic Gear

Affiliation: Caterpillars

A cheerful and optimistic person who is always smiling.

Jumps as the chance to perform some feat or achievement.

Bint is a little slow-witted.



 

Setsuna

“Oh my, what a mystery... well, I wonder if I should call it fate.”

Attribute: Magic Gear

Affiliation: unHappyChoice

unHappyChoice’s guildmaster.

A Queen-type. She is not indulgent, but has an aura of elegance.

She thinks things through carefully and acts according to her own beliefs.

She is kind yet strict, and had a very mature demeanor.

She particularly dislikes compromising.



 

Karin

“Bahaha! How bothersome.”

Attribute: Multi Light Gear Main (Grappling + Heavy Gear)

Affiliation: unHappyChoice

Suuren’s older sister.

Setsuna forever! Karin serves as a constant guard to Setsuna.

She is very skilled, but is a little slow on the uptake, so she leaves the decisions to others.

Cheerfully cruel. She is the type to kill enemies while laughing.

She feels an almost unnatural attachment to her twin brother, Suuren, who also happens to be a guard.



 

Suuren

“Yo! It’s been quite a while, hasn’t it?”

Attribute: Multi Light Gear Main (Grappling + Magic Gear)

Affiliation: unHappyChoice

Karin’s little brother.

Big sister forever! He always follows around his big sister.

Although he smiles a lot and is very optimistic, he gets very serious during battle.

He is smart and loves to take care of his naive big sister.



 

Atora

“Hehehe. It’s unbelievably amazing that you’ve come this far on your own!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Twin Blades)

Doesn’t play with many people, but rather enjoys to adventure in The World as a solo-player.

His hobby is completing by himself quests that are typically done with a group.

He has a lovely voice, but occasionally mixes strange English words and phrases into his speech (He 

especially replaces a person’s name with English).

Tiger of Revenge’s mentor.



 

Tiger of Revenge

“I am not Victoria! I am Tiger of Revenge!”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

Tiger-styled wild girl.

A figure powered-up to get revenge against Wolf of the Wilderness.

Her former name was Victoria, but, like Wolf of the Wilderness, she changed her name in a name-

change event.

However, she was somewhat disappointed that she had to use the kanji 寅 (Zodiac sign Tiger) rather 

than the kanji 虎 (standard sign for animal Tiger).

If someone points that out to her, she burns up with rage and indignation.



 

Ilia

“Ah, yes...” “Ah, it’s me.”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

She is extremely shy and anxious.

She often places “A” at the beginning of a word.

She's not shy when speaking with Aron.



 

Aron

“Ilia! Hold on, I’ll be there soon!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Sword)

Ilia’s guardian.

He is protective of everyone, but is very protective of Ilia in particular.



 

Balansia

“I thought you'd like to become a member of my guild...”

Attribute: Magic Gear

Affiliation: Knights of Zion

Guildmaster of the Knights of Shion/Aster Union/Purple Knights. There are three members (Balansia, 

Thunder, and Reflection).

She is the leader who proposed the establishment of the Sin Dragon's Relief search-union “El-Zion.”

It is her ideal that players have a strong sense of justice and play based on proper respect for the rules.

She is saddened by the present illegal play conditions and is hoping to understand the cause and find a 

solution.

She is not afraid to lead the union as a representative, and she realizes that a lot of work is required to 

fix the situation.

She gives the impression of being too serious and hard-headed, and she likes to talk about how she 

believes her behavior is proper and other behaviors are bad.



 

Reflection

“If I get in your way, will you crush me?”

Attribute: Light Gear (Grappling)

Affiliation: Knights of Zion

She agrees with Balansia opinion, and cooperates with the countermeasures against the Phantom and 

Black Name.

A somewhat minor, boorish, Kansai dialect-speaking female Grappler.

She uses her height as an advantage in collecting information and spying.



 

Thunder

“Write my name as Roaring Thunder, Thunder, THUNDER!”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Spear)

Affiliation: Knights of Zion

His name is read not as Gourai, but as Thunder.

This is understandably mistaken, so he has to explain it frequently.

He is very muscular combat-type character as one can clearly see, and he likes to boast of his strength.

He agrees with Balansia, so he copperates in Phantom and Black Name countermeasures.

He is a friendly big brother-type character, and he remains cool and composed even if being treated 

with hostility.



 

Nanami

“Those who defile the pride of arena warriors cannot be forgiven!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Sword)

A female player aiming to be the strongest in The World.

Humble, noble, she simply aims to be the strongest.

The top ranker in the Duel Rankings.



 

Luna (Left-hand Side Blue Character)

“The second fragment has been unleashed, Maria.”

Attribute: Magic Gear

A bright, but slightly cheeky girl.

She has a friendly tone and says things like “right?” and “really?”

At first she presents a bright image with her cheerful laugh, but there are times when she has a 

reputation for being a little foolish and nosy. A small devilish girl.

Maria (Right-hand Side Red Character)

“The second fragment has been unleashed, Luna.”

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

A girl with a calm and quiet, lady-like demeanor.

She gives off a mysterious vibe by telling vague stories and laughing or saying things like “perhaps” or 

“I wonder.” 

Cool and mysterious, she acts as a big sister to Luna.



 

Ayame

“Wha... wha... what was that just now?!”

Attribute: Multi (Magic Gear)

Affiliation: Poison Honey

She has a graceful and polite manner, and is a people-person.

However, when the tension increases, her usual working-class dialect comes out fast like a machine 

gun.

Also, although she looks like a Magic Gear, she is in fact a Multi-weapon User, who likes to strike at 

things directly or with magic.

When she goes berzerk, she's no longer called “Ayame,” but “Kill-ame.” (In Japanese this is a pun, 

since Ayame sounds like 'Ayameru' which means “to wound, to murder.”)



 

Ninety-Nine

“There is definitely no such thing!”

Attribute: Multi  (Broadsword)

He is very hot-headed and shouts often.

Very eager. Dislikes curved things.

However, he realizes that he sometimes has very intense thoughts and can be rather timid by tring to 

talk his way out of situations.

He is indifferent to guild management and does not seem to be a very efficient worker.



 

Charlotte

“Ahhhhhhhh! You might sink if you go swimming, Sis!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Sword)

It's not clear whether she speaks with a Hiroshima dialect, a Hakata dialect, or an Osaka dialect, since 

she speaks in a fake dialect, and is a self-proclaimed “Lady Pirate.”

She is always spontaneous and races around at her own fast pace, often hurting herself in the process. 



 

Collector Q

“Oh, welcome. There are a lot of different prizes, so take a good look at them all.”

Attribute: Multi (Any)

A mysterious woman who collects all sorts of  treasures that she likes, even if they’re a little boring to 

everyone else, depending on her mood that day.

She was previously one of the highest ranked regular customers at the arena as a Multi-weapon user. 

She is acquainted with Nanami in the game for that reason.

She is retired from fighting and now has an item-trading shop.

Her reasons for gathering items no one else wants are unknown and there are rumors that suggest she 

may be connected to CC Corp.

There are various theories that “Q” stands for “Queen of Quest” or that “Cube” became “Qbe” or 

something like that.

Aliases: “Madam Q”, “Coll-Q”, and “Big Sis Q”.



 

Red Hunter

“Erase it!”

Attribute: Light Gear (Twin Blades)

A mysterious phantom character who keeps hunting PCs for some reason.

Perhaps she is targeting players who are following the Relief Event?

Wields twin blades with great speed.



 

Jet Black Fear

Attribute: Heavy Gear (Broadsword)

A mysterious phantom character who hunts PCs for some reason.

Wields a sickle like a Grim Reaper.


